A contrast-sensitive Potts model (CSP) custom-designed for change detection is presented using remotely sensed images. In traditional Potts model, a constant penalty coefficient is used, which results in ignorance of significant details and excessively homogenous patches during change detection using the difference image generated from multitemporal images. In the proposed CSP, the difference image is divided into unchanged, uncertainty and changed regions. Then different linear functions are introduced instead of the constant penalty coefficient for different regions. Two experiments were carried on optical satellite images, and the results indicate that the proposed CSP produces more accurate change maps than some state-of-the-art methods.
Introduction
In recent years, change detection has been one of the important research issues in remote sensing. Change detection aims to detect changes occurred on the Earth surface by analyzing multitemporal images acquired at different times on the same geographical area [Bruzzone and Bovolo, 2013; Hao et al., 2014] , which is widely implemented to fire damage assessment [Mari et al., 2012] , collapsed building detection due to earthquake [Shi and Hao, 2013] , monitoring of forest recovery [Chen et al., 2014] , and so on. The change detection technique could be categorized as either supervised or unsupervised according to the nature of data processing and results [Du et al., 2012] . Initially unsupervised ones detect changes by comparing the multitemporal images pixel by pixel, such as image differencing, image ratio, image regression and change vector analysis (CVA), etc. [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000; Zhang et al., 2014] . Thanks to the simple work, the image differencing method is widely used. In the past decades, more methods were proposed to fuse spatial and spectral information based on the difference image generated by image differencing or CVA, especially the Markov random field (MRF). The Potts model is one of often used models in MRF to describe the spatial relationships for a current pixel in the difference image [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000; Xiong et al., 2012] . However, in the traditional Potts model, a constant penalty coefficient is used and an over-smooth change map will be eventually brought without well defining for specific pixels (i.e. pixels having high probabilities belonging to one class) [Tso and Olsen, 2005] , in which significant details (i.e. edge information) may be ignored and excessively homogenous patches may be obtained. The edge information was integrated into the spatial energy function of MRF to preserve small structures and edges [Ghosh et al., 2012; Tarabalka et al., 2010] for classification and object detection. Especially for change detection, it is necessary to find a custom-designed Potts model of MRF to improve this shortness, because pixels in the difference image have different probabilities belonging to changed or unchanged parts and a constant penalty for all pixels cannot exploit the spatial information appropriately. In this paper, a contrast-sensitive Potts model custom-designed for change detection is proposed to reduce the over-smooth risk to a certain extent. The custom-designed Potts model contributes to find the suitable penalty coefficients of the spatial contribution for each pixel in the difference image during the change detection process.
Proposed contrast-sensitive Potts model for change detection approach
Generally, Let X 1
, be two temporal images acquired from the same geographical area at two different times, t 1 and t 2 . Since the focus is on the change detection process, it is assumed that the images have been co-registered and radiometrically corrected. Then the difference image
1 is generated using CVA method [Chen et al., 2003 ]. 
Change detection using MRF
where P(L l ) is a priori probability distribution of the class labels of the difference image, and p(X|L l ) is a conditional probability density function of the pixel values in the difference image. In terms of the MRF approach, maximizing the posterior probability as equation [1] is equivalent to minimize the following energy U MRF (X(i,j)) with a pixel X(i,j) [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000; Tarabalka et al., 2010] :
The detailed spectral energy term can be written as where µ k and σ k 2 denote the mean and variance of class k (unchanged or changed), respectively. The spatial energy of the pixel X(i,j) is defined as
where N(i,j) denotes the local neighborhood (i.e. 3×3 windows used in this paper) of the pixel X(i,j), and I is the Potts model defined as formula [5] , β > 0 is a penalty coefficient value fixed by the user to tune the influence of the spatial contextual information.
The contrast-sensitive Potts model First, considering the ranges of pixel values of the difference image belonging to the changed and unchanged generally have overlap, the difference image is divided into unchanged region, uncertainty region and changed region using two thresholds T 1 and T 2 as shown in Figure 1 by two thresholds T 1 and T 2 . In order to obtain T 1 and T 2 , the fuzzy c-means (FCM) method [Bezdek et al., 1984 ] is adopted and implemented to the difference image to preliminarily partition the pixels into unchanged and changed clusters. Suppose there are n pixels in the difference image X={x 1 , x 2 ,…, x n }, and c is the number of the clusters. The FCM aims at obtaining membership probability u ij ∈ where U=[u ij ] is the membership probability matrix of X, V=[v 1 ,v 2 ,…,v c ] is the matrix composed of c central values, each one containing the coordinates of a cluster centre, and m is a weighting exponent and usually set to 2, a widely used value in many works. Finally, the initial change map, the membership probability U of pixels and the central values of unchanged and changed parts C 1 and C 2 in the difference image are achieved.
Then the values of T 1 and T 2 can be obtained using the following equation:
where M mid is the middle pixel, which has same probability belonging to unchanged and changed clusters in the FCM process, C 1 and C 2 are the central pixels of unchanged and changed clusters and calculated in the FCM process (as shown in Fig. 1 ), α 1 and α 2 are constants tuning the range of uncertainty region. Then three strategies are introduced for different regions to obtain the contrast penalty coefficient β m of Potts model, and the detailed function is presented as follows 
where X min and X max are gray values of the minimum and maximum pixels in the difference image, respectively. Therefore, the contrast penalty coefficient β m replaces the constant β and the contrast-sensitive Potts model is obtained. In this condition, when the gray value of pixel is smaller than T 1 , the penalty coefficient β m linearly decreases with the gray value of pixels ranging from T 1 to the X min . Namely, the influence of the spatial contextual information reduces for pixels with smaller gray values considering these pixels has larger probabilities belonging to the unchanged part. When the gray value of pixel is larger than T 2 , the penalty coefficient drops with the gray value of pixels increasing form T 2 to X max . Thus, the influence of spatial information is also reduced for the pixels with larger gray values due to their larger probabilities belonging to the changed part. Otherwise, a constant weighting coefficient is adopted for the pixels in the uncertainty region, and the spatial information is exploited to refine the initial change map.
The contribution of CSP is that a contrast penalty coefficient is employed based on the gray value of pixels to tune the spatial energy properly, which reduces the risk of over-smooth results and losing significant details to a certain extent. Finally, MRF with contrast-sensitive Potts model is performed to refine the initial change map after the contrast penalty coefficient β m is determined. There are some iterative algorithms to minimize MRF, such as simulated annealing (SA), maximum a posterior margin (MPM) and iteration condition model (ICM) [Solberg et al., 1996] . Considering the computational complexity, ICM is adopted in this paper to minimize MRF. The implementation of CSP mainly includes three steps as Figure 2 : -Step 1: Unsupervised change detection using FCM method. The difference image is obtained used CVA method. Then FCM method is implemented to the difference image and clusters the pixels into unchanged and changed parts. The change map and cluster center of the both parts generated by FCM are used as the initial result and parameters of CSP, respectively; - 
Experimental results and discussion
Two experiments were conducted to test the performance of CSP. Comparisons were made between CSP, the multiresolution level set (MLS), MLS with Kittler algorithm (MLSK) [Bazi et al., 2010] , FCM, the combination of expectation maximization (EM) and MRF [Bruzzone and Prieto, 2000] , and the combination of FCM and MRF. Three indices are used to evaluate the results: 1) miss detection (MD): the number of changed pixels incorrectly classified as unchanged. The miss detection rate P m is calculated by the ratio P MD N m = × 0 100% , here N 0 is the total number of changed pixels counted in the ground reference map; 2) false alarm (FA): the number of unchanged pixels wrongly detected as changed. The false detection rate P f is described by the ratio P FA N f 1 = ×100% , where N 1 is the total number of unchanged pixels counted in the ground reference map; 3) total error (TE): the total number of detection error including both miss and false detection, which is the sum of the MD and the FA. Hence, the total error rate P t is described using
100 .
Experiment on the data set 1
In the first experiment, the two temporal images (300×280 pixels) were used, which were acquired by the Landsat 7 Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) sensor in August 2001 (t 1 ) and August 2002 (t 2 ) in the Northeast of China. Figure 3a and 3b show the band 4 of the both images, respectively. The t 1 image was registered and radiometrically corrected (i.e. histogram matching) to the t 2 image. Then the difference image was generated with bands 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 using CVA method. Moreover, the ground reference map of changes was produced manually and shown in Figure 3c . Figure 4a-f show the change detection results derived from the MLS, MLSK, FCM, EM+MRF, FCM+MRF and CSP, respectively. In MLS and MLSK, the value of parameter μ was set to 0.2, and the values of parameter β in EM+MRF, FCM+MRF and CSP were set 1.8, 1.5 and 1.5, respectively. Additionally, the α of CSP was set 0.15. MLS, MLSK and FCM all obtained change maps close to the ground reference, while some "salt and pepper" noise existed in large change blocks (i.e., circle regions of Figure 4a -c). Figure 4d generated more homogenous regions than the above three methods, some detailed information was ignored and over-smooth result was obtained (i.e. circle region). Though FCM+MRF and CSP both produced similar change map with the ground reference, the former one had some over-smooth result as shown the circle region of Figure 4e . However, CSP not only obtained homogenous regions but also preserved detailed change information instead of over-smooth results using the traditional MRF as shown in regions of Figure 4f . Table 1 lists the comparisons between false alarm, miss detection and total error of MLS, MLSK, FCM, EM+MRF, FCM+MRF and CSP. As can be seen from Table 1 , CSP generated the most accurate result than other methods. This is because contrast penalty coefficients were used for different pixels in unchanged, uncertainty and changed regions, respectively, and the spatial context information was used properly without overuse. Table 2 shows the results of proposed method using different α values but same β value of 1.5. As can be seen, for the false alarm, it generally decreases as the α increases, and the miss detection grows with the increase of α . Both the false alarm and miss detection change obviously at the α value of 0.4. However, the total error always changes slightly as the α grows, and all the results are more accurate than the one of traditional Potts model show in Table 1 . Therefore, the proposed CSP can reduce the ignorance of significant details and excessively homogenous patches to some extent. Experiment on the data set 2 In the second experiment, two temporal images (400×400 pixels) in Alaska were utilized, which were acquired by the Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) sensor in July 1985 (t 1 ) and July 2005 (t 2 ). Figure 5a and 5b shows the band 4 of the multitemporal images, respectively. Then the t 1 image was registered to the t 2 image, and the histogram matching method was then applied to t 1 image by referencing t 2 image for the relative radiometric correction. The difference image was generated from all bands except band 6 using CVA method. The ground reference shown in Figure 5c was created by the manual analysis of the two temporal images. Figure  6d produced more homogenous regions than the above three methods and removed some noise; however, it lost some detailed information and yielded over-smooth results (i.e. circle region). As can be seen, FCM+MRF generated a change map similar with the one of CSP, but it lost some detailed information as shown in circle region of Figure 6e . Compared with FCM+MRF, CSP gave a more satisfactory change detection result, shown in circle regions of Figure 6f ; it not only yielded more homogenous regions but preserved detailed change information, reducing the oversmooth of MRF. Table 3 lists the comparison of false alarm, miss detection and total error of MLS, MLSK, FCM, EM+MRF, FCM+MRF and CSP. As can be seen from Table 3 , CSP yielded the highest change detection accuracy than other methods used in this paper. The reason is that the spatial context information is exploited properly by introducing contrast penalty coefficients for pixels in unchanged, uncertainty and changed regions instead of equivalent penalty coefficient of spatial energy term. Table 4 displays the results of proposed CSP method under different α values but same β value of 0.6. Generally, the false alarm increases but the miss detection decrease as the α grows. The total error changes slightly when the α ranges from 0.1 to 0.3, which indicates the proposed method is robust to the parameter α to some extent. Though the total error has an obvious increase at the α value of 0.4, the proposed CSP approach often generates more accurate results than the one of traditional Potts model. In short, the proposed contrast-sensitive Potts model based on the unchanged, uncertainty and changed regions of difference image outperforms MLS, MLSK, FCM, EM+MRF, and FCM+MRF with equivalent penalty coefficients in terms of total error. Experimental results indicate that the CSP approach is competitive and often performs more accurately than the other methods used in this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper, a contrast-sensitive Potts model custom-designed for change detection approach is presented. First, the difference image is generated using CVA method, and then FCM preliminarily partitions the difference image into unchanged and changed clusters, in which the initial result and some parameters (i.e. center and middle pixels) are prepared for CSP. Second, the difference is divided into unchanged, uncertainty and changed regions using gray values of pixels, and different strategies are then proposed for pixels in different regions to obtain contrast penalty coefficients of the spatial energy term in Potts model of MRF. The CSP contributes the appropriate penalty coefficients of spatial context information, and reduces the over-smooth risk to a certain extent. Finally, after obtaining the contrast penalty coefficients, MRF with contrast-sensitive Potts model is run to obtain the final change map. Experimental results indicate that CSP often yields more accurate results than other methods used in this paper. Therefore, CSP is an effective approach to unsupervised change detection for optical satellite images.
